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1. D: The brown hyena spreads the seeds in its dung. 4 marks

Explanation:
Some of the seeds are consumed by the rodents. Some seeds are consumed by the brown
hyena. The seeds are in the dung (animal manure/droppings) which the rodents will not eat.
The seeds then have a chance to grow and develop into new tsamma melon plants.

2. true 2 marks

Explanation:
Tsamma melons look like round watermelons. They are an essential source of water for the
animals in the desert. Brown hyenas, gemsbuck, ground squirrels, striped mice and weaver
birds depend on this fruit and its plant for water.

3. herbivores | trout 4 marks

Explanation:
The prawn, fly and slug are called herbivores because they are only linked to plants, and not to
any animals. The carp is a herbivore because it only eats algae. The trout eats prawn and carp
(both are animals) which makes it a carnivore.

4. B: Tsamma melon → gemsbuck →  snake →  roadrunner 4 marks

Explanation:
The snake does not hunt and kill the gemsbuck. A roadrunner is a bird of the desert which hunts
snake. Many animals in the desert depend on the tsamma melon plant because it is an
essential source of water for them.

5. C: Decomposers 4 marks

Explanation:
Decomposers are an essential part to the life cycle. They break down plant and animal matter
and return the nutrients back to the soil for new plants to grow.
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6. forest | chopping down trees for timber and clearing ground for roads and farming 4 marks

Explanation:
Forests are divided into four different layers: the forest floor, the understory, the canopy and
the emergent layer.

The forest floor is comprised of soil, dead plants and animals and small plants such as grasses
and wildflowers.

The understory contains small trees or bushes and is also called the shrub layer.

The canopy is made up of  leaves and branches of trees that form a roof, preventing light from
reaching below it.

The emergent layer is made up of trees that are tall and spread far apart, their branches
reaching above the canopy.

7. true 2 marks

Explanation:
Decomposers are essential to the cycle of life. When decomposers break down the dead plant
and animal matter, it returns the nutrients back to the soil. The soil is then fertile for new plants
to grow.

8. omnivore 3 marks

Explanation:
Omnivores eat plants and animals (meat). Humans are classified as omnivores.
Herbivores only eat plants – think ‘herb’; a herb is a plant.
Carnivores only eat meat.

9. A:
2 – 3 – 1 – 5 – 4

4 marks

Explanation:
The producer is the cactus. Even though it is thorny on the outside, certain animals can eat it.
Number 3 is an insect, but in this case, it is a decomposer because it feeds off the dead remains
of the cactus. The scorpion will eat the insect. The lizard will eat the scorpion and the desert
hawk will eat the lizard.

10. rocky shore | grasslands 4 marks

Explanation:
The rocky shore is an area along the coast where seawater pools are found between the rocks.
You will find a small ecosystem living in those rocky shores, for example, periwinkles stuck to
the rocks.

Zebras and antelope run free. Grasslands are large, open areas where only grass grows.
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